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Editorial
This is a very special year for our Society, being our 40th.Year Anniversary. Unfortunately it one also
tinged with sadness in that we have lost three revered, long term members in Mrs. Anne Elaine
Deacon, Mrs. Ann Ireland and Mrs. Eileen Leonard. Our front cover shows the AVAS stand at the
Salisbury and South Wiltshire Museum on the day of the Wessex Gallery opening and National
Archaeology Day. And who is in the middle of it but Ann Ireland – just where she always was, at the
heart of AVAS events.
This a bit of a bumper edition this year with a variety of articles, both looking back at past AVAS
achievements and records of the site visits of interest, even if we did not excavate for them for the
finds ourselves!
Our website and blog site are flourishing, even though we to go off line for a short while when our
host provider withdrew his services to societies such as ours on the grounds of rising costs. Our
thanks go to Mike Gill for the prompt work in resolving the problem and Steve for his input in a time
of crisis. So let us all support them with any useful news or other input that we, as members, might
come up with. Note the new addresses on the web for both of the above at the bottom of this page.
For those who were not able to attend the opening of the Wessex Gallery at Salisbury Museum there
is second chance to view it on our members evening on 7th. January 2015. There will be a number of
those who ‘know a thing or two’ about our history and current activities to bring the exhibition to life!
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A History of AVAS 1974-2014

Steve Moody

The AVAS Library has in its Newsletter file, a single, two-sided A4 sheet NEWSLETTER MAY
1978 which precedes NEWSLETTER No1 September 1987 mentioned below. The May 78 issue
contains:Page 1 Breamore Priory - Dorset Earthenware Potteries - Bronze Age Finds at Alderholt – Field
Walking.
Page 2 Iron Age Settlement at Martin - Allens Farm Rockbourne - Watching Briefs – building
operations in Ringwood and Fordingbridge 1977-78
a) small housing estate near earthworks at Whitsbury
b) planned major development between High Street and Meeting House Lane, Ringwood in
1979.
The first part of this history is a condensed version of that written by Jeff Collins in 1987 in the first
edition proper of the AVAS NEWSLETTER. Jeff was Chairman of AVAS from 1977 until he died
almost 23 years later. The Society was founded on 30th May 1974 by a group led by Selwyn Ingrams
to fill the gap in the Avon Valley, between the Salisbury and Christchurch groups. Members were
mostly those involved with the Rockbourne Roman Villa excavations which had begun in the early
1970’s. Early activity started with the excavations at Allens Farm near Sandleheath and The Royal
Commission’s Sarsen Survey.
A full winter lecture programme was inaugurated. Excavations in Fordingbridge under the
directorship of Tony Light and work soon followed at Breamore Priory before it was scheduled.
The first AGM took place on 24th March 1975 when the membership was just 22.
A watching brief was carried out on the gas pipeline south of Salisbury in 1976/77 which led to
members being involved with several excavations as Iron Age settlement sites were revealed. Field
walking at Rockbourne at Tenantry Farm and two small excavations in Ringwood during road
construction were carried out.
The third AGM was attended by 30 members with Jeff Collins being elected Chairman. Excavations
in Ringwood and Fordingbridge appeared in the “Reports of Excavations in Hampshire 1976”. The
first excavation report to be published was written by Tony Light on Church View, Fordingbridge in
1978.
Further fieldwork took place in the early 80’s and Eileen Leonard and Harold Hanna joined the
committee. Harold became Treasurer in 1982 and still holds the post today. Meetings were originally
held at The Avonway Centre, Fordingbridge. [The last meeting at Avonway was AVAS AGM 27th
May 1982. First meeting at Greyfriars, Ringwood 8th September 1982 – we used to meet in the main
Greyfriars House, right at the top of the stairs in the converted attic. We then moved into the
Greyfriars, Ebeneezer Hall in the mid-80’s. The new Ann Rose Hall was opened 7th July 1990, which
we used from then onto this day].
In 1983, Trevor Steptoe joined the committee and Tony Light’s report on the Allens’ Farm
excavations was published in the Hampshire Field Club and Archaeological Society’s journal Vol. 39
(1983). Helen Moore became Secretary, replacing Penny Copland-Griffiths in 1987. The Society’s
10th Anniversary was held at Rockbourne Roman Villa when AVAS received its charity status.
During the first ten years, members had taken part in a number of excavations including
Bucknowle Farm Villa, Eyeworth, Lake Farm, some local smaller excavations and field walking at
West Park, (the biggest activity being the AVAS, Avon Valley Field Walking Project, which lasted
six years). In addition to the first Newsletter in which Jeff Collins wrote of the above, the AVAS
library was founded and continues to grow to this day. In 1988, a field trip to Alderholt Mill was
arranged. AVAS excavations were undertaken at the Greyhound and Albany Hotel in Fordingbridge
where medieval and post-medieval material was recovered.
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Work started in 1989 at Crystal Hollow, Godshill, ahead of gravel extraction, which led to
excavations that were to continue into the late 90’s. The Crystal Hollow site revealed activity from
the Mesolithic through to the Romano-British period. Exhibitions were mounted and activities with
the Hampshire Field Club and the Council for British Archaeology ensued. A small excavation at
Framptons’ Garden in Ringwood, revealed some medieval material. Field trips to Martin Green’s
Down Farm and The Avon Forest Park took place.
A field trip to the Cranborne Ancient Technology Centre took place in 1992, with Director (and
AVAS member), Jake Keen. There was a field walking survey at West Park. Crystal Hollow
excavations were ongoing and in 1995, Stephen Moody joined the AVAS committee and teamed up
with Tony Light on the field projects. He hosted a field trip to Buckland Rings hill fort, Lymington.
In 1996 a field trip to St Catherine’s Hill, Christchurch, was led by members, Peter Gallop and Mick
Tizzard. There was also a field trip to Porton Down, across the ranges and the many protected (by
MoD activity) archaeological sites.
Crystal Hollow excavations were coming to a close and at Grove Gardens in Lymington we were able
to carry out an excavation which revealed the medieval town borough wall. A field trip to Bosley
Farm in Christchurch was organised. The Parish Research Project was set up in 1998 and a visit to
Throop Mill, on the River Stour north of Bournemouth, was hosted by member, Peter Gallop. Stephen
Moody took a group out to Castle Piece hill fort in the New Forest.
1999 was the year of the AVAS 25th Anniversary and was celebrated in Fordingbridge with a
formal evening meal. In 2000, David Orman and Mark Vincent joined the committee and on the
death of Jeff Collins, Trevor Steptoe became Chairman. There was a visit to Porchester Castle and
Fort Nelson.
Mark Vincent became Vice Chairman in 2001 and there was a visit to Nea Farm in Somerley to see
the site of Upper Palaeolithic activity revealed during gravel extraction. The Crystal Hollow Ceramic
Drawing Group was set up to start work on the pottery from the site.
In 2002, we assisted the University of Southampton and Time Team in fieldwork at Breamore on the
Saxon Cemetery site. Visits were made to Mockbeggar quarry in Ibsley to see Bronze Age activity, to
Dorchester to view the Dorset Heathland Industries exhibition with its Verwood pottery and a trip
across the forest to Sloden Wood Roman pottery sites with Stephen Moody, summarising our
activities that year. Nigel Morris joined the committee.
In 2003, we joined Wessex Archaeology at Pennington, Lymington and helped in the excavations of
an Iron Age salt panning industry site. We staged an exhibition at Butser Farm with the HAC annual
meeting near Winchester. We had a field trip to Down Farm. Field walking training took place at the
farm at Blashford. Excavations commenced in 2004 at Folds Farm, Woodgreen, directed by Stephen
Moody and at Ipley Manor directed by John Pemberton and Bill Atkinson. Helen Moore resigned as
Secretary in 2005 after eighteen years of service. She was succeeded by Bill Atkinson, who also took
on the editing of the Newsletter with generous help in the print production from John Pemberton.
In 2006, Mark Vincent started work with his radio controlled model aircraft, on a project to
photograph sites from the air. Marilyn and Alan Harvey hosted a “pottery party” at their house in
Christchurch, to identify pottery types from recent excavations. John Pemberton joined the committee
in 2007 with Vanessa Golton and the lecture programmes were drawn up by Ann Ireland.
Trevor Steptoe retired as Chairman and Mark Vincent replaced him with Stephen Moody becoming
Vice Chairman and Fieldwork Director, replacing Tony Light, who retired. Trevor still runs the
library to this day. We staged an exhibition participating in National Archaeology Day at the Meeting
House on the Furlong in Ringwood. We enjoyed our first summer BBQ at Mark Vincent’s farm at
Blashford.
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In 2008, Bill Atkinson met with a group from Bath and Camerton Archaeological Society, at our
Folds Farm site, to gain first-hand knowledge and advice on how AVAS might become
‘geophysically active’. This was to eventually lead to the creation of our own equipment and team.
Members helped with the FOAM (Friends of Ancient Monuments) Project, organised by Julian
Richards for CBA Wessex Region. Member, Richard Deacon pursued his enquiries into suspected
early water mills near Moyles Court. The AVAS website was set up by David Orman with help from
Stephen Moody and Marilyn Harvey joined the committee.
In 2009, AVAS’s potential to become “geophysically active”, was tested at Folds Farm and
Blashford, with excellent results. Funding came from the New Forest National Park Authority to
assist in our geophysical capability and excavation work. Members helped with the newly formed
New Forest History and Archaeology Group excavations and some attended CBA Wessex training
days at Wessex Archaeology. An evening visit to Salisbury Museum was attended. The Festival of
British Archaeology Day at Salisbury Museum had AVAS in attendance with an exhibition. AVAS
members had field trips to Down Farm and the Eling Tide Mill.
2010 and Garry Brisdion built our own geophysics equipment and Mike Gill further developed the
software, which was tested at Folds Farm. An exhibition at Salisbury Museum on the occasion of their
150th anniversary, saw AVAS put up an exhibition of current work, which resulted in being asked to
do an exploratory excavation prior to building works, and backed-up by an accompanying display
(visited by almost 1000 visitors) in the museum grounds. A full report was submitted to the museum
with the finds and a full Archive. Nigel Morris continued to organise our social events with a meal at
the Old Vicarage at Northbourne. A field trip to the forest in the footsteps of Heywood Sumner, by
Henry Cole and a second walk with Stephen Ings at Eyeworth, the site of the Shultz gunpowder
factory, was attended in the summer.
Mike Gill started his AVAS web blog in 2011 and Sue Newman and Mick Tizzard led a tour
around Christchurch, finishing at Marilyn Harvey’s house for cream tea. Members enjoyed a
visit to Stoney Cross airfield, guided by Henry Cole. AVAS provided an exhibition for the
Festival of British Archaeology at Kingston Lacy House.
Geophysical survey work continued in 2012 and trial evaluation trenches were dug in “its wake”
which were married up to the survey, resulting in an exact correlation with the original evidence.
AVAS’s Festival of British Archaeology effort was to join The New Forest National Parks WW2
programme in an excavation at Bucklers Hard near Beaulieu, in which two members partook under
the supervision of Wessex Archaeology. A visit to Downton Moot followed by a visit to Woodgreen
Village Hall with Ann Ireland was most enjoyable.
In 2013, the AVAS Newsletter went completely digital having been produced by Bill Atkinson
in both digital and paper format for several years now. Mike Gill joined the committee, and he with
“The Geophysics Team” was very active. . The Festival of British Archaeology Day was held at
Rockbourne Roman Villa.
This year has seen further geophysical work being done, with an exploration of Clearbury Ring, a
major exhibition at Salisbury Museum and the welcoming of Rachel Golton on to our Committee. It
is also a sad year in that we are mourning the deaths of Ann Ireland, Eilene Leonard and Ann Deacon.
This is a “potted History” of the past forty years of AVAS. Many smaller, but equally important
projects occurred over the years that are not listed here. I hope this account gives a flavour of the
activities and projects, finds and discoveries, field trips and visits that took place due to the work and
dedication of many committed members over the last forty years.
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Reminiscences of Ann

Trev Steptoe

Well you could write a good-sized book about her great values to history and archaeology and you
would be hard-pressed to find fault in her, other than the immense void she has left behind. She is
sorely missed. Her sudden departure from our world was so unexpected and it was so very fitting that
many of her close friends, shared a wonderful day with her, as she happily and busily showed her joy
at being amongst so many friends and acquaintances whilst helping to promote AVAS at the opening
of the new Wessex Gallery at the Salisbury and South Wiltshire Museum. That in itself was a
fabulous day. She was so pleased to be part of it and the occasion and place was lifted by her
presence.

Ann has been very much a part of the archaeological scene for longer than I can remember. It wasn't
just the tea and biscuits. Ann's knowledge of the archaeological world brought the cream to lecture at
the AVAS meetings. Whether she was sorting out the AVAS programme and speakers, making sure
there was enough tea and biscuits for all or the endless task of looking after the hundreds of members
of CBA Wessex Region. Ann was a one-time Trustee and Membership Secretary of that organisation
and played an active part in the committee decision making. The resulting deliberations were part of a
two-way communication between Wessex and HQ in York. The CBA Director expressed deep
sadness on behalf of the staff, on learning of Ann's passing.
Over the years, Ann was hugely supportive to me and I could always count on her to share the load of
entertaining the crowds during the annual CBA/YAC National Archaeology Week. Like me, she
enjoyed the interaction of 'spreading the word' to 'would-be diggers' who visited the exhibition stand.
Ann was a regular and would drive down to Corfe Castle or maybe Kingston Lacy, to arrive prior to
lunchtime to give me a break. Her conversations were based on her immense knowledge of 'time and
place' and she could hold youngsters totally spellbound during her demonstrations. Ann openly
admitted that she was not necessarily a 'crack-of-dawn' person and early morning mists were not often
disturbed by her helpful activities. Ann relished on having fun however and her reliability was
supreme.
These qualities were always evident when Ann was excavating on a site. Her work was extremely
neat and earthworms she exposed during her investigations were carefully moved to safer domains.
The finds evidence was treated likewise, with great care and professionalism. What an absolutely
special lady - rest in everlasting peace Ann.
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At the heart of early communities

Bill Atkinson

Just about seven kilometers north of Portimão, in the Portuguese Algarve, is an ancient necropolis at
Alcalar which takes us back 5,000 years, when a pre-historic community established itself north of the
modern village of Alvor. Due to its appealing natural resources – the streams of Arão, Torre and
Farelo provided fresh water, transportation and access to the sea for fish and shellfish, whilst the
immediate vicinity abounded with wild fowl and game.
First explored in 1880, archaeologists have since found a wealth of traces of the community’s
lifestyle, activities, use and occupation of the site and also an insight into their relationship with death.
This site has funerary tombs, Classified as National Monuments, but it was quite a crowded area with
several ‘villages’ within close proximity to each other on adjacent hill tops. Alcalar’s megaliths
comprise three types of funerary tombs: the hypogeum, a type of mass grave where the lower
hierarchy members of the community were deposited, dolmens and tholoi (a beehive
shaped stone tomb, similar to those of Mycenaean Greece, but which features a crypt covered by a
capstone.

In this case, the original excavators cut a circular hole through the capstone because the entrance way
was so tight that no modern man could possible get through the low narrow passage way. I did not
think of trying to enter as I was afraid of getting stuck even at the wider entrance portal! It has
ascertained that these Mesolithic people were of a considerably smaller build than modern people.
And some the south side of the central chamber is a side
chamber in which had been deposited human bones and
funerary deposits, but there was little information of what
these comprised. The entrance to the side chamber is visible
in the view through the pierced capstone.
The work in creating this structure was considerable for the
size of population which indicates that food must have been
abundant and population pressures not very great. It would
appear that they were in a position to trade and have contact
with other groups, some perhaps being sea traders?
Due to the current economic climate this site has little support, but when things ‘look up’, we shall
expect to hear of much more of interest in the years to come.
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In contrast I can show some later Megolithic tombs from Spain, close to Antequera in the province in
of Andalusia. These are megalithic tombs dated between 2500 and 1800 BC and are amongst the
largest found anywhere in Europe. The Menga Dolman tomb is constructed from giant slabs and
boulders, amounting to some 31 large slabs. It is 25 meters long and 4 meters high and one of the
boulders is estimated to weigh around 180 tonnes! Archaeologists are still trying to work out how the
Megalithic people were able to move these giant boulders down to the site.

This tomb, like the earlier one in Alcalar, was built on flat ground and then buried under an enormous
mound of earth, though this was added to (probably in the late Neolithic era). Later, the tomb was
completely buried and not rediscovered until the last century, accidentally by the land owners. The
surprises do not stop there. Within the tomb is a deep well cut through the rock which appears to be
contemporaneous with the tomb construction. And the final surprise is that the dying rays of the sun
shine through the notch in the mountain to the west and penetrate to the back wall at the summer
solstice.

The Megolithic tomb at El Romeral is of similar construction to the Alcalar tomb as it is of corbelled
construction with a cap stone at the apex. The craftsmanship of the stonework is beyond reproach
(they could have taught the Romans!).
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The view below of the capstone shows the bee hive construction and shows the size of the burial
chamber, which also contains an alcove, presumably for the deposit of bones.

Unfortunately I was unable to obtain any excavation explanation or details as any which have been
published are in Spanish (of no immediate use to me). Once again, this tomb (like the one at Alcalara
is oriented to the rising sun in the east with the first rays coming through a notch in the distant
mountains penetrates through the entrance to the main chamber. Adjacent to the Menga tomb is the
Viera tomb which faces east to catch the sunrise sunlight penetrating to the back of the tomb on the
summer solstice.
Unfortunately access was closed on the occasion that we
visited the site, so I have no record of this tomb, but it is
reported that it is built with large stones standing upright. It
consists of a long corridor formed by twenty-seven stones,
leading to a rectangular burial chamber, but only silica and
bone tools, with some ceramics were discovered there.
There are many such tombs scattered across southern Iberia
and the communities which built them must have had far
reaching communications with each other and beyond across
the Mediterranean, to France and up the western seaboard of
the British Isles. Ideas certainly travelled far and wide, even
if individuals did not on many occasions.
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The Neolithic Monuments of Newgrange and Knowth

Jan Elkins

Sitting quietly by the banks of the River Boyne in Co. Meath are three of Ireland’s greatest Neolithic
passage tombs, Newgrange, Knowth and Dowth. They can be found within a group of prehistoric
monuments at the Brú Na Bóinne Complex and are definitely worth a visit.
My trip to the Brú Na Bóinne Visitor Centre took place just before the Easter holidays in 2014. The
weather was quite good for that time of year and the rain held off for the whole day. I made sure that I
arrived there early because they work on a first come, first served basis and do not allow tickets to be
purchased in advance. That means that when it gets very busy, entry to the monuments is not always
guaranteed. I was lucky enough to get on one of the first coach tours of the day and even though the
tours did not include Dowth as the chambers are now closed to the public, I was still feeling very
excited. My first destination was Newgrange.
As we approached the tomb the restored façade of white
quartz and granite stood out boldly on the horizon. It looked
massive and I couldn’t wait to get up close and explore. Once
there we were greeted by a guide who gave us a brief history
of the tomb. It had been constructed about 5000 years ago by
a well organized group of people who had expertise in
architecture, geology, engineering, art and astronomy. The
large mound we could see in front of us covered a single
tomb which consisted of a long passage of just under19
metres and a cross-shaped chamber. Around the base was a
kerb of 97 stones engraved with wonderful combinations of
‘spirals, lozenges, chevrons, triangles and arrangements of
parallel lines and arcs.’ Surrounding the mound was a circle
of standing stones which weren’t erected until about 2000
BC. Excavations had proved that they were lying directly on
top of an earlier Bronze Age Pit Circle.
As we drew closer our eyes were drawn to the magnificent Entrance Stone. It was highly engraved
with a pattern of spirals and really stood out. Walking inside the tomb brought back memories of the
Orkneys. The passage way led into a chamber with three recesses and a corbelled roof. The roof had
been constructed with overlapping layers of large rocks which had been sealed by a capstone 6 metres
above the floor. I found it amazing to think that it was still water-proof.
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Inside the recesses there were large stone basins which used to hold the remains of the dead. The
upper basin in the most ornate recess was worked with flint tools from granite and the lower basin
was so large that it must have been placed inside the tomb before the roof had been completed. In the
other recesses the basins were made from sandstone but unfortunately one had been damaged by
looters sometime in the 18th century.
The highlight for me inside the tomb was when the guide turned out all of the lights. We stood in total
darkness pretending it was the winter solstice. Gradually, created by clever lighting effects, the first
rays of sunlight began to enter the tomb through the small opening in the roof box situated at the
entrance. We watched as the light crept along the passageway towards us crossing the tomb chamber
floor until it eventually reached the front edge of the basin stone in the end recess. It was quite a
magical moment.
We spent the rest of our visit wandering around the outside
of the tomb admiring all of the kerb stones. Some of the art
was outstanding and The Entrance Stone and Kerb Stone
number 52 are regarded as ‘some of the finest achievements
of Neolithic Art’ in all of Europe.
To go on our second excursion we had to return to the Visitor
Centre and board another coach. Unlike Newgrange, Knowth
was not very visible from the road so I was not prepared for
what we would see once we entered the site. As our guide led
us through the entrance I was amazed to see not just the one
great mound that I had expected to see but at least another 18
smaller tombs standing close by. They were all covered in
grass and some were actually connected to the great mound
almost as if they had been built at an earlier date. Our guide
told us that before the 1960s several of the smaller tombs
were not visible but after an excavation which revealed the
plans and shapes of the tombs, a conservation group was able
to reconstruct them and bring them back to life.
We continued to follow our guide through the site to an area where there were illustrations showing
how Knowth had been developed over the centuries. She then took us on a journey through time to
explain its complicated history.
Excavations at the site had shown archaeologists that people had lived on the hill since about 4000
BC. The construction of the tombs had started about 700 years later and when they had all been
completed in about 2900 BC the mound had become not only a place for burials but also a focal point
for the whole community. With the dawning of the early Christian era about two or three centuries
later, the great mound was changed into a huge defended site with two large ditches being dug, one at
the base and one near the top. It continued in that role until the Middle Ages when a large village
settlement appeared on and around the mound. It was not until the Norman period that a rectangular
building appeared perched on the top and that the land became a part of the estate of the Cistercian
Abbey of Mellifont. In the 1950s the land was bought by the Irish Government and then finally in
1962 Professor George Eogan began excavating the site and discovered what we could see today.
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All of the mounds that covered the passage tombs were
covered in grass, with the largest mound covering about 1.5
acres and measuring 95 metres at its widest point. In that
mound there were two passage tombs, one with an entrance
to the east and one with an entrance to the west but they were
not connected. The eastern tomb was similar to Newgrange,
so we were told, as entrance to the tombs was sadly not
permitted. It had a corbelled roof and three recesses. It also
had stone basins with the one in the right hand recess being
one of Knowth’s main treasures. Also in that same recess
archaeologists found on the floor in between the jamstones ‘a
flint mace head so beautifully carved that it must have been
an extremely precious ceremonial object.’ In the Visitor
Centre they had a replica on show but on my visit to the
Archaeology Museum in Dublin the next day I was able to
see the real thing plus some of the other artifacts that had
also been found.
Even though entry to the chambered tombs was not allowed,
the guide did take us to a room that was constructed inside
the large mound. This allowed us to see down the eastern
passage and get a sense of the immensity of it all.
Like all of the other mounds the large mound was surrounded
at its base by decorated kerb stones. In total there were 127.
Not only were they decorated on the side facing outwards
some were also decorated on the undersides and the sides
facing the walls. It was a shame that they couldn’t speak as I
am sure that each and every one of them would have had a
wonderful story to tell. At the end of our visit we were given
time to climb to the top of the mound and see the remains of
the large rectangular building. We were also able to admire
the views of the surrounding countryside and look down on
the reconstructed Timber Circle that was originally erected
about 2500 BC.
As we made our way back to the coach we were able to have
one last look at the wonderful arrangement of kerb stones
surrounding the largest mound. It was a memory that will last
forever. We then returned to the Visitor Centre and ended
our visit by having a relaxing look around their excellent
exhibitions and enjoying a well earned cup of coffee.
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Clearbury Ring: an enigmatic hill fort

Mike Gill
It was with much anticipation
that, back in June 2014, a
group of AVAS members met
on a narrow country lane south
of Nunton, about three miles
from Salisbury.
Bill had
managed to gain permission
from the landowner for access
to
Clearbury
Ring,
an
enigmatic hillfort which stands
proud above the Avon Valley,
enhanced by a crown of trees
to create a well recognised
beacon in the landscape.

Enigmatic because, save for a
couple of earthwork surveys,
almost no archaeological investigation has been carried out on the site. Perhaps the mystery
surrounding Clearbury Ring is enhanced by the fact that, apart from a public footpath which skirts the
east side, there is no public access, a fact reinforced by ‘keep out’ signs at either end of the footpath.
We were privileged to gain access to the site; would it reveal any of its secrets?

Figure 1: Clearbury Ring from the South West

Researching the site
Prior to visiting the hillfort, I thought I would do some research on the history of the site. Normally,
simply typing the name of such a prominent hillfort into Google would return a wealth of links,
leaving the task of wading through copious web pages. To my great surprise, very little information
turned up. The most reliable source was Pastscape, the service which provides access to the National
Monuments record. Here is the description stored for Clearbury Ring:
“Iron Age univallate hillfort. A survey by RCHME field staff in 1991 found the defences to comprise a
single bank with external ditch, enclosing an area of about two hectares. A single entrance was
identified on the northwest side which comprised a simple gap of about 10 metres. Within the interior
of the hillfort were the remains of an internal quarry scoop. All other features had been eroded by
ploughing except for a slight scarp which extended across the site marking the boundary between
Bodenham in Odstock parish and Charlton in Downton Parish. Outside the fort, on the south and
west sides, a more extensive agricultural landscape had been preserved. Its major element comprises
a steep scarp about two metres in height which ran approximately parallel to the defences. A second
slighter break of slope marked the rear of this positive lynchet. This was the best preserved of three
such lynchets which were aligned along the contours of the hillside. Faint traces of the banks dividing
these
early
fields
were
also
identified.”
Source:
http://www.pastscape.org.uk/hob.aspx?hob_id=217879
Digging out my compilation of Heywood Sumner work, I found a useful plan of the site, but very
little information about the periods of occupation. Heywood Sumner talks of the possible role of a
refortified Clearbury Ring during the Saxon wars in Wessex, but despite fitting the popular
romanticism of the struggles between British and Saxons, there seems no reliable evidence on which
to base this claim.
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With this dearth of documentary material, I resorted to old maps and aerial photographs. Figure 2
shows an extract from the OS Six Inch Sheet LXXI, surveyed 1871-9 (source National Library of
Scotland website, http://maps.nls.uk/view/102348103)

Figure 2: Clearbury Ring on the OS Six Inch Sheet LXXI, 1871-9

Approach and entrance
We approached the hillfort from the east, along a farm track. One thing that surprised me was that,
for part of the climb, the hillfort was not visible; despite acting as a beacon in the landscape, there are
areas close to the hillfort effectively out of view. Climbing over a stile, we found ourselves standing
in what appears to be the original entrance to the hillfort. Here there is a clear causeway in the ditch,
and the banks appear to have deliberately been terminated.

The Ramparts
We began a perambulation along the top of the single rampart, in a clockwise direction. What is
immediately obvious on this North West side is how the builders of the hillfort used the natural
topography of the hill to their advantage. To our left, the rampart fell away steeply for a number of
metres into an impressive ditch; to our right, there was a relatively modest fall to the flat ground of the
hilltop. The rampart had been positioned to maximise the use of the natural slope and enhance the
external height of the rampart.
We soon came to a fairly sharp turn in the course of the rampart. We had reached one of the four
corners of the hillfort, which together mean Clearbury is an unusual rectilinear shape, contrasting with
the more usual oval or circular forms of hillfort often found elsewhere in the region. Perhaps the
desire to maximise use of the natural topography of the hill dictated to some extent this more unusual
shape?
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Continuing around the
rampart, perhaps the most
impressive section was
near the south west corner;
standing in the base of the
ditch, the rampart towered
above,
presenting
a
formidable obstacle.
At one point, part of the
rampart had been eroded
beneath the roots of a tree.
The bank comprised a
jumble of fist sized chalk
blocks, most probably
quarried from the ditch
Figure 3: The South West ditch and rampart

(Figure 4).
After completing the
circuit, a few of us
ventured into the centre of
the hillfort. What was
striking is how flat the
summit of the hill is,
forming a perfect platform
for settlement. There were
a few amorphous low
banks criss-crossing the
level ground, but these
could easily have been the
traces of more recent
agriculture.
Figure 4: Eroded Southern rampart showing chalk blocks

Position in the landscape
Emerging out of the trees when leaving the hillfort, the far reaching and sweeping views were
striking. Figure 5, produced using a Geographical Information System (GIS), shows the parts of the
landscape visible from the hillfort rampart, up to a maximum of fifteen kilometres. This visible area
is shaded from yellow to red, with the more yellow areas being visible from only a few points on the
rampart, and darker red areas being visible from more points on the rampart.
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Figure 6: Viewshed from Clearbury, zoomed in on Old Sarum

Figure 5: Fifteen kilometre viewshed from Clearbury

The hill fort clearly assumes a prime position in
the landscape, with extensive views in all
directions. It is interesting that all the larger
hillforts in the region are theoretically visible
from Clearbury. For example, the viewshed
clearly includes Old Sarum (Figure 6); during
our visit, it was possible to see the substantial
ramparts of Old Sarum through a gap in the
trees (see the photograph in Figure 7, which has
been significantly enlarged). Similarly, the
trees that cover the hillfort at Whitsbury were
clearly visible to the South West.
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The visibility analysis
does not take account of
any trees surrounding the
site, although it is likely
these were removed in the
Iron Age, in order to
maximise visual control
of the landscape.
Figure 8 shows the
portion of the viewshed in
the immediate vicinity of
Clearbury. As mentioned
Figure 7: Old Sarum viewed from Clearbury Ring (significantly zoomed in)

above, there are areas
close to the hillfort that
are invisible from the
ramparts; it is interesting
that despite maximising
long distance views, the
position did not offer a
comprehensive
visual
control of the immediate
landscape.

A GIS can also be used to
calculate
theoretical
Figure 8: Detail of visible area immediately around Clearbury
spheres of influence
around points in the landscape. The simplest type of analysis uses straight line distance, but this fails
to take account of the local topography. Error! Reference source not found. shows an analysis
based on the cost of moving across the terrain, using the steepness and direction of slope to influence
the calculation of putative territories for the hillforts around Clearbury. Clearbury dominates the
Avon Valley south of Salisbury, as well as the Ebble Valley immediately to the North. Other hillforts
dominate the Avon Valley further to the South, and it is interesting that Whitsbury is offset from the
valley, leaving a portion of the River Avon under less direct control from a hillfort.
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Figure 9: Theoretical spheres of influence around hillforts near the Avon Valley, calculated using a cost surface

Conclusion
Whitsbury is a very impressive hillfort; its prime position means it commands extensive views over
the landscape, and it is a familiar landmark from miles around. When visiting the hillfort, the
substantial ditch and rampart are a welcome surprise given the paucity of research and investigation
into the archaeology of the site. The hillfort would clearly benefit from further fieldwork to determine
when and for how long it was occupied.
Before leaving the site, we were fortunate to encounter another of the hill’s treats – a number of
orchids in the field to the South West.
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Anglesey – An archeological surprise

David

Whetton

Having travelled from Salisbury to Anglesey to do some motor racing, Linda and I added on a few
days R&R. Having explored Holyhead (10 minutes), Beaumaris Castle (much better) and Plas
Newydd (fantastic), we thought we had plumbed the depths of Anglesey until we spotted a booklet
“Anglesey – A guide to Ancient Monuments” in a papershop.
The next two days were filled with route finding, exploring the countryside and long treks discovering
those elusive ‘hidden gems’ – archeological monuments stretching from early prehistoric times to
medieval centuries.
Crossing the Menai Straits into Anglesey, BRYN CELLI DDU burial chamber to the East (SH508702)
on the A4080 is guaranteed to elicit a “Wow!” from even the most hardened traveller. It’s a proper
burial chamber – Neolithic c3000BC with a 21m diameter surrounding ditch (originally 1.8m deep),
all covered over and with an impressive entrance. Inside, the 8m long, 1.5m high passage is even
more spectacular leading to a stone chamber roofed by two capstones. Inside the chamber is a dressed
pillar and one of the stones on the South wall has a spiral design inscribed on it although this is a
replica as the original is in Cardiff Museum. A tour of the outside soon reveals that it was probably
originally a henge with its circle of boundary stones, deep ditch and high bank, now rather reduced, of
course. When we were there, fresh offerings and tokens had been left on the burial shelf in the inner
chamber.

Continuing on the A4080, BARCLODIAD Y GAWRES BURIAL CHAMBER (SH328708 at Trecastell
Bay) is now only accessible at weekends and then only with a guide. The guidebook tells us “The
spectacular cliffside position of this later Neolithic monument is one of the Island’s great attractions.
The mound seen today is a reconstruction, 27m diameter with a tomb passage 7m long leading to a
cruciform chamber with 3 smaller side chambers off. Five of the stones forming the passageway were
found to have decoration – clear patterns covering their whole surface.”
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Just beyond Llanfaelog (still on the A4080), TY NEWYDD burial chamber (SH344738) could be a
disappointment after Bryn Celli Ddu. It’s a typical bare skeleton of 4 large stones supporting a
massive capstone 3.7m x 1.5m which would originally have been covered over, of course. Although
assumed to have been first built in the Neolithic Age, finds of Beaker pottery and flint arrow heads
from the Bronze Age are evidence of a long period of use.
The next section of the West coast, following the guidebook, proved to be not easily accessible.
Continuing towards Holyhead on the A55, TREFIGNATH BURIAL CHAMBER (SH259805) is
inaccessible for a more practical reason – a local primary school has been built across the road to it
and an alternative route is not obvious but, of course, must exist. So again we’ll have to do with the
guide book’s account:
“It consists of a simple box-like structure
surrounded by a cairn of boulders raised between
3750 and 3500 BC. There is a central chamber, now
collapsed, and an Eastern chamber, well preserved
with 2 capstones supported on 5 uprights. Final
closure was c2250BC serving to emphasize its
significance in the Neolithic landscape.”

THE PENROHS FEILW STANDING STONES (SH227809) are on the road out of Holyhead to Trearddur
Bay. There is no car park or pull-in but we managed to pull off the road on a farm track without
causing any major traffic jams. Approaching the stones across the field reveals another pretty
amazing sight – a pair of very tall standing stones.

Those who have visited Scotland will have seen the East Carse,
Nether Largie, North Glassmount and Carnassarie pairs but they are
all short and stumpy in the Avebury style whereas this pair are tall
and slim being 3m high. Dated from the Bronze Age there is a long
tradition that they were the centre of a stone circle and, certainly, a
stone cist with bones and arrowheads was found between them.
Returning towards the Menai Bridge, PRESADDFED BURIAL
CHAMBERS (SH347808) are well signed off the B5109 but the car
park at the end of a narrow lane is just a small pull-in in front of an
estate lodge house and it takes a bit of nerve to march up the estate
entrance as there is no reassuring sign post.
However, eventually, across a field, you can see the fairly unique sight of a double burial chamber, or
perhaps two separate ones spanning different eras. One has collapsed but the other is a typical
capstone supported by 4 uprights. According to the guidebook, these were lived in by squatters in the
18th Century.
This all we had time to visit, known in the guidebook as the
Western Tour and there is still the whole of the Eastern Tour
to do. Altogether, there are 22 listed sites on Anglesey so
next time you’re visiting North Wales skip over the Menai
Straits for an archaeological feast. David Whetton, with
thanks to Linda, my long suffering human ranging rod.
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Menorca September 2013

Jo and Sue Crane

Compared to its bigger neighbour Majorca, Menorca is very relaxed and less developed. The whole
island has been designated a UNESCO biosphere reserve and is a wonderful location for wildlife and
unspoiled coastlines and countryside. Just 35 miles long makes it easy to explore the myriad of
fabulous locations via the uncluttered roads outside the two small but lively cities of Mahon and
Ciutadella. Recently the Cami de Cavalls, an ancient footpath that circles the whole coast, has been
restored for those whole like to enjoy scenic walking and exploring fabulous beaches, cliffs and
gullies.
We had been on a very enjoyable holiday a few years before and decided to go back and stay in
Mahon in September 2013 (perhaps because it was back on the list of destinations from Bournemouth
Airport!). It certainly did not disappoint.
Menorca has been populated for several thousand years and as you might expect from an oft fought
over island has plenty of history. Its most famous archaeological period dates from about 1400BC
when the bronze age Talayotic culture took hold. The peak of this culture occurred between about
1000BC and 300BC. It is estimated that there are around 1500 Talayotic sites on Menorca - or about
two per square kilometre. Unsurprisingly a number of significant and well preserved sites still survive
and these are either free or a very low cost to visit.
There are also many other more recent historic sites and fortifications from the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries as a result of the tussles between the then colonial powers. For a time the British
possessed the island which resulted in many influences - the local distillery still produces its famous
Xoriguer gin! The huge fort of La Mola combines spectacular views over Mahon Harbour together
with sinister aspects of Franco's cruel regime.
Above ground there are a few surviving and unique bronze age Talayotic burial chambers called
naveta. The name comes from their appearance which resembles an upturned boat. The insides consist
of a two storey burial chamber - now empty but, before excavation, contained the bones from around
100 disarticulated skeletons. It is thought the lower chamber was for storing the bones while the upper
chamber was for desiccating the corpses.
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There are many other types of tombs around the island dating from different periods, forming
underground chambers or in some cases cliff-side caves. Many of these can also be explored.
The Talayotic settlements take their name from the Talayots. The Talayots are conical, truncated
stone towers around which there were usually many dwellings. Since the towers were placed at the
highest points of their associated settlements they are thought to be watchtowers.

Another survival, unique to the island, are the Taula Enclosures. These are usually horse shoe in shape
(and sometime rectangular) and encompass a large "T" or giant table shaped structure (from which the
name is derived) constructed from two enormous stones. At the base of each Taula was a fire hearth.
Excavations have also unearthed figures of bulls and various gods so demonstrating the enclosure was
used for religious rites.

At various sites there are many dwellings, enclosures, wells and other structures that can be explored.
Often the ground is strewn with pottery shards and artefacts such as querns and bowls. On some sites
there is further excavation continuing with much more being discovered. However, it is clear that the
economic situation has dramatically slowed progress and several sites and small associated museums
were completely unstaffed.
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In conclusion, Menorca is well worth a visit. Much of the archaeology is unique to the island and in
many cases well preserved. The size of the island means that visiting a large number of sites and
towns is easy and there are plenty of other activities to enjoy too.

Menorca has recently applied for UNESCO World Heritage status for much of the archaeology and
this is a short film associated with the application.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XANow-HB0bE
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Social events – past and future

Nigel Morris

We have had a full range of social events once again, starting with our Annual AVAS Dinner at our
preferred venue of the Toby Carvery in Northbourne with twenty six members enjoying the good
food, beverages and of course good company. Our membership will want to say a really big thank
you, once again, for welcoming our summer BBQ to his farm and providing such good weather! Our
late friend Ann Ireland and sister Julia did their usual excellent job of organising the catering. Mark
and Steve with a little from a Nigel Morris weighed in with the barbequing over Marks’ gas barbeque,
so this was another good evening for all. A big ‘thank you’ to all those who helped.
In June we had an exploratory walk round Clearbury Ring to contribute to the Hill Forts Survey,
which is covered in detail elsewhere in our newsletter, but I wanted to show “our happy band” at the
conclusion (with Ann, in the crowd) and one of the treat in the orchid meadow.

Pyramid orchid at Clearbury Ring

Photos: Mike Gill. AVAS members at Clearbury Ring

Competition broke out once again in September as our
members gathered at Godshill Village Hall for another
skittles evening. We have a picture of the winner in action,
to the left, but Sue Newman and that Nigel Morris were not
that far behind! They were not the only ‘hot team’, as we as
Rachel, Andrea and Vanessa Golton organised and produced
a really good spread and nobody could claim that they went
hungry or went unsatisfied!

What does the future hold?
We can look forward to our next AVAS Annual Dinner in
2015 on 21st. February at the Toby Carvery, Northbourne.
We shall be gathering there at 6.30pm. and the cost will be
£6.00 per person. If you have not attended one before, look
at the photograph to the left of our 2014 event to see what a
pleasant evening could lay in store for us next year.
Mark has assured us that we are invited next summer to
another BBQ by the River Avon and details for this will
appear in good time.
Walks summer are being for next year are being investigated.
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Annual General Meeting

ADDENDIX I

The thirtyninth Annual General Meeting of the Avon Valley
Archaeological Society will be held on Wednesday 7th. May 2014 at
7.30pm. in the Ann Rose Hall, Greyfriars Community Centre,
Christchurch Road, Ringwood, Hampshire.
The meeting was opened by the Chairman 9.40 p.m. with twenty five members present
1.
2.
3.
4.

Apologies were received from Mr. Harold Hanna, Mrs. Margaret Hudd, Mrs. Eileen
Leonard, Miss H. Moore and Mrs. Jessie Williams.
The minutes of the last AGM held on 1st. May, 2013 were accepted ’nem con’ having
been proposed by Mr.Trevor Steptoe and seconded by Mrs. Janet Elkins.
Matters arising Re the Library – covered in this report and Archaeology Day at
Rockbourne Roman Villa was carried out successfully, in spite gusty weather!
Chairman’s report Good evening and thank you for attending the 2014 Annual General
Meeting of AVAS.Due to a number of unforeseen circumstances, I have been called upon
to stand in for Harold, who has been called away on business, so I will mention some
financial matters as we go along. I am trusting that Mike will be along after work
commitments in Cambridge, to tell us about the latest geophysical explorations under the
Fieldwork heading.
After the discovery of a suspected long barrow at Burgate last year, resistivity has now
revealed the possible presence of a second nearby and we are currently trying to arrange
for everyone who wishes to have a go to do so. This is quite tricky to arrange with a limit
of 3 or 4 set by the landowner and the restraints of time which often mean that a square is
done on the spur of the moment. Perhaps the answer is to show budding surveyors how to
set up the machine themselves so that they could come and collect it to use themselves if
they felt that a particular piece of ground warranted a look. Using the meter is not the best
spectator sport, and so we do not want to disappoint anyone by mobilising too many
members at once.
The past year has sadly seen the passing of a number of our most loyal and longstanding
members. It reminds us that the Society has reached its 40th year, and plans are afoot to
commemorate some of the bygone activities with a display in the summer. Bill will tell us
more about this later but if anyone has any old photos or records from the earlier days of
AVAS, perhaps they could let us know.
One of the issues brought up by the accounts is the slight decline in membership numbers,
and perhaps we can give some thought to ways in which this could be turned around.
Perhaps the lack of a current active dig has some bearing on numbers, but equally the
demise of Time Team and other programmes may have reduced the profile of
archaeology in the public eye. I hope everyone will agree that Ann has once again spoiled
us with a superb lecture programme this year and we should all thank her for her
marvellous efforts. Also, I would like to thank Marilyn, who has decided to step down
from the committee after years of loyal service to AVAS.
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5.

6.

7.

8.

9.
10.

11.

Presentation of the Chairman’s Trophy for 2013/2014 Finally, we come to the matter
of the Chairman’s shield, and this year, I feel we should award the trophy to two members
who have long supported AVAS and whose activities take them to infinity and beyond, Jo
and Sue.
Hon. Treasurer’s report and to review subscriptions and meetings fees Last years
Accounts were passed on audit, but this year we have not been able to get audit approval
before our AGM. Costs have again risen with room hire charges and speakers fees being
the two major culprits. The Insurance costs have doubled due to a carry forward of costs
from our last financial year. Our Deficit may be recovered by getting back some of our
Bank Charges. The Meeting accepted the Accounts, subject to audit.
Field Director’s report No excavations have been carried out this last year, but this has
been a busy year particularly with geophysical survey work near Folds farm (on which
Mr. Mike Gill spoke) with new target areas adjacent to the quarry. This promises targets
one of which may be a round house perhaps? The oval crop mark near Burgate has
produced good results and more is to be investigated. Perhaps a neighbouring long
barrow? These are unusual on gravel valley bottoms. Our programme of geophysical
work continues to grow.
Library report There is nothing to report beyond what was stated at our last AGM.
There is still a pressing need to find a new home for the Library, otherwise we may have
to sell the collection of about three thousand items. Mr. T. Steptoe and our new
Committee will convene a meeting on possible solution in the summer period.
National Archaelogy Day 2014 Details of how we would contribute to the opening of the
Wessex Gallery at the Salisbury and South Wiltshire Museum were outlined.
Election of Officers The serving members who are willing to stand for election plus Miss
Rachel Golton were the only nominations, being proposed and seconded by Mr. T.
Steptoe and Mrs. J. Elkins respectively and are as follows:Chairman
–
Mark Vincent
Hon. Treasurer –
Harold Hanna
Hon. Secretary –
Bill Atkinson
Vice-Chairman –
Steve Moody
Members
Nigel Morris
Mike Gill
Rachel Golton
Hon. Auditors –
Mr. A. Light
Mr. A. Taylor
The full list were re-elected ‘nem con’.
Any other business a) It was announced that the AVAS BBQ would be held in the usual
venue by invitation of our Chairman. The cost of tickets is to be £4.00.
b) A team is to be arranged of volunteers to design an exhibition stand for the Festival of
British Archaeology day.
c) An Anniversary Newsletter is to be produced which will include A History of AVAS
which has been done by Steve Moody.
d) Arrangements are to be concluded by Bill Atkinson with Salisbury and South Wiltshire
Museum to be part of their celebrations.
e) The membership were invited to partake in a mooted survey of Clearbury Ring which
will be organized by Bill Atkinson.
f) A walk round Cranborne is to be organized by Steve Moody and advertised on our Blog
site.
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The Chairman closed the meeting at 20.40.
AVON VALLEY ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY

ADDENDIX II

TRUSTEES ANNUAL REPORT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2014
REGISTERED CHARITY NO: 289516
Aims and Organisation
The Society was established in 1974; it is governed by its Rules, as amended from time to time by the
members in general meeting.
The Society’s objects are to promote the interest in and study of archaeology for the benefit of the
general public. The Society’s principal areas of activity are the Avon Valley and surrounding areas of
South West Hampshire, East Dorset and South Wiltshire.
Trustees
The trustees who served on the Committee during the year were as follows:
M. A. Vincent

Chairman

S. J. Moody

Vice Chairman

C. W. Atkinson

Hon. Secretary

H. J. A. Hanna

Hon. Treasurer

N. Morris
Mrs M. Harvey
M.J. Gill
The administration of the Society is carried out on a voluntary basis by the trustees; there are no
employees.
The trustees are elected annually by the members at the Annual General Meeting.
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AVON VALLEY ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY
TRUSTEES ANNUAL REPORT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2014 (cont’d)
Activities and Achievements
During the year, the Society continued its educational activities with its programme of Winter
Lectures, the publication of the annual Newsletter, and the provision of displays at Rockbourne
Roman Villa as part of National Archaeology Days in July. Active field work during the year has
included further geophysical survey work on part of a Romano-British site at Folds Farm, North of
Godshill, adjoining the site of previous rescue excavation work. The Society has received grant
support from the New Forest National Park Authority, and with the agreement of the landowner,
continued a thorough survey of the whole site, backed up by a series of evaluation trenches to check
the interpretation of the survey results. Meanwhile the adjoining site and the mediaeval site at Ipley
Manor are now undergoing post-excavation analysis. The post excavation work on material from the
Crystal Hollow excavation site at Godshill continues. Members also undertook geophysical survey
training exercises on various other sites in the Avon Valley, co-operated with other local societies in
undertaking survey and excavation work, notably the New Forest History & Archaeology Group on
various sites in the New Forest.
Financial Review
The day to day operating expenses of the Society were again met from the members’ subscriptions
and meeting fees.
In addition to meeting the day to day costs of its activities, the Society is seeking to build up its
reserves in order to meet future publication costs. The trustees are satisfied that the general financial
position disclosed by the accounts for the year ended 31 March 2014 is sound, but consideration is
being given to ways of reducing operating expenses.
On behalf of the Trustees
H J A Hanna FCA
Hon. Treasurer

17 April 2013

6 Cliffe Road
Barton on Sea
New Milton
Hants.
BH25 7PB
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AVON VALLEY ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY
BALANCE SHEET AT 31 MARCH 2014
Reserves
General Fund
Balance brought forward 1 April 2013
(Deficit) / Surplus for the year

2014

2013

6,635.53

6,239.35

(102.09)

Balance carried forward 31 March 2014

396.18

6,533.44

6,635.53

500.00

500.00

1,100.00

1,100.00

1,600.00

1,600.00

Total Funds
Represented by:

£8,133.44

£8,235.53

Cash at bank

8,082.44

8,224.53

Cash in hand

51.00

11.00

Cash at bank

£8,133.44

£8,235.53

Designated Funds
Crystal Hollow Publication Fund
Folds Farm Survey

H.J.A. Hanna F.C.A. - Hon Treasurer

Report of the Examiners

In our opinion, these Accounts are in accordance with the books and records of the Society and the
information and explanations given to us.
A.D. Taylor F.C.A.

)
)
) Hon. Examiners
)

A. Light
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RECEIPTS AND PAYMENTS ACCOUNT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2014
2014

2013

General Fund
Income:
Subscriptions received
Donations

468.00
4.00

493.00
254.35

Meeting fees

365.00

238.50

Bank deposit interest

7.93

8.13

844.93

993.98

328.50
230.00
75.00
243.52
70.00
-

318.00
190.00
75.00
6.00
8.80

947.02

597.80

(£102.09)

£396.18

Less Expenses:
Room hire - Greyfriars, Ringwood
Speakers fees and expenses
Subscriptions and affiliation fees
Library expenses
Insurance
Bank charges
Sundry expenses

(Deficit) / Surplus for the year

Note:
Expenses for the year paid after 31 March 2014, and not included above:
Room hire

112.50

144.00

Movements on Designated Funds
Crystal Hollow Publication Fund:

£0.00

£0.00

Folds Farm Survey:

£0.00

£0.00
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Avon Valley Archaeological Society

ADDENDIX III

Programme for September 2014- May 2015. Visitors very welcome at our meetings
Please note speakers are booked many months in advance and sometimes have to cancel at short
notice. Although we always try to find another speaker the talk may be on a different subject .
Sept. 3rd

`The Prometheus` - Investigating the use of fire in Bronze Age log boat construction
Speaker: Ryan Watts, Experimental Archaeologist and Ancient Shipwright based at
Butser Ancient Farm. From a 2.7 metre oak log and using only fire and replica bronze
age tools to maiden voyage in August 2013, Ryan will tell us about this challenging
project.
Oct. 1st
The Damerham Archaeology Project Speaker: Martyn Barber, Senior Investigator,
Aerial Survey & Investigation at English Heritage. We welcome Martyn back to tell us
all that has happened at this important local site since he last spoke to us on this subject
over four years ago.
th
Nov. 5
Secret Underground Cities Speaker: Nick McCamley Author and Publisher (Folly
Books). Nick has made a study of underground military engineering in the British Isles
and has written several books on the subject.
Dec. 3rd Songo Mnara Speaker: Dr. Kate Welham, Head of Archaeology and Anthropology,at
Bournemouth University. An important port during the 15th and 16th centuries, with
remarkably preserved remains of outstanding examples of Swahili architecture, Songo
Mnara which is a UNESCO World Heritage Site on the East African coast. Kate will tell
us about this site where she has worked as part of an international team.
th
Jan. 7 2015 Members Evening: Looking at AVAS from 1974 to 2014.
Feb. 4th Forgotten Wrecks of the First World War Speaker: Steve Fisher , Outreach Officer at
the Maritime Archaeology Trust. This is a Lottery Funded project to investigate inshore
wrecks and will run for four years.
Mar 4th The Cerne Giant – landscape, myth and the stars Speaker: Peter Knight, an
investigator of stones, relics and ancient landscapes.
April 1st Chronicles from Agincourt Speaker: Dave Fawcett, independent historian and
medieval re-enactor, very much in demand by English Heritage. Expect to see an
authentic military man and hear an account of how the campaign unfolded!
May 6th

Annual General Meeting (followed by members` presentations)

MEETING FEES:- Members £2.00, Visitors £3.50, ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION:- Adult
£10.00, Full-time Student £5.00
ENQUIRIES TO:- The Chairman, Mark Vincent (01425)) 473677 or The Hon Secretary,
C.W.Atkinson (01722) 326978
See AVAS blog at http:/ / blogavas.wordpress.com, or website at
www.avonvalleysoc.wordpress.com/
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